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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of an unusually elegant

and polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

A NECESSARY  CONDITION  FOR

QUASITRIANGULARITY

JAMES  A.   DEDDENS1

Abstract.   In this note we prove that if T is a quasitriangular

operator then \(T+K)=T1(T+K) for all compact operators K.

A bounded linear operator £ on a Hubert space Jf is called quasitri-

angular if lim infp^ ||£££— ££||=0 where á2 is the directed set of all

finite rank projections in S£(3tiP) under the usual ordering [3]. A(£),

no(£), and iï(£) will denote the spectrum, point spectrum and approxi-

mate point spectrum of £ respectively.

Theorem. // £ is quasitriangular then A(T+K) = U(T+K) for all

compact operators K.

Proof. Since T quasitriangular implies T+K is quasitriangular [3],

we need only prove that A(£) = I1(£). Suppose that A(T)^U(T) and

2eA(£)\n(£). Since A(£)=n(£)un0(£*)* [2, Problem 58], A*eU0(T*).

Hence £— A is bounded below and its adjoint has nontrivial null space.

Thus T— A satisfies Lemma 2.1 in [1], and so T— A and hence £ is not

quasitriangular, proving the Theorem.

Remarks. 1. It is natural to ask whether the converse to the Theorem

is also true, since A(T+K0)í¿U(T+K0) for some compact K0 is the only

known criterion for proving nonquasitriangularity and since {£: A(£+A) =

n(£+A) all compact K} is also uniformly closed.

2. It is easy to construct for any two compact subsets £ and M of the

plane satisfying 3A/Ç Ls M an (in fact, subnormal) operator S satisfying

A(S)=M, and U(S)=L. In this way, one can construct nonquasitri-

angular operators for which one cannot decide about the square.
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